The Voice of a PRIME Leader

➢ “It is the PRIME leader who will close the “Knowing - Doing” Gap between our knowledge about how to enhance student achievement and the commitment to action every teacher must take as a result of that knowledge”

➢ PRIME p. 56
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- What is the message of PRIME?
- What does it mean to be a mathematics Education leader? What is it we should **DO**?
- Not just a template - but stages of growth over time -
- Stage 1: Leadership of Self
- Stage 2: Leadership of others
- Stage 3: leadership beyond the local workplace
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- A leadership audit of our expectations for ourselves and for the teachers we lead
- Within a Framework for Equity and Improved Student Achievement - PRIME provides 12 indicators of leadership actions!
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Please read pages 57 -58

On page 59 - Examine the 4 Domains and the 12 leadership action expectations - which of these actions “For ever teacher” resonates within the context of your current job or workplace?
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Next Steps:
Purchase additional copies of PRIME during the conference at the Registration desk or after the conference at ncsmonline.org
The Executive Summary is available on line to download and give to teachers, colleagues and administrators
Use PRIME in your local district for leadership staff development and learning
Write us with your comments or questions at ncsm@mathforum.org